FLEXMAG™…
a choice you can feel good about.

powerfully attractive to the planet
ENVIROmag™, the newest creation from FLEXMAG™, is missing something. It has the same look and
feel as our standard sheeting. It has the same magnetic strength and physical properties, and the
same expedient delivery time and guarantees. What it does not have: halogen.
Halogen-free ENVIROmag™ allows you to offer your clients around the globe an environmentally-friendly
choice. Halogen creates dioxins when burned. Without this ingredient, ENVIROmag™ sheeting is safe for
incineration. This means cleaner air and no more contributions to landfills. And ENVIROmag™ can also
be supplied with halogen-free laminates.

on the cutting edge of trade show graphics
Your company’s trade show presence has to be polished, professional and attractive. But assembling
large graphic elements that are often part of your display booth can be a challenge. Traditional joining
materials create gaps, overlaps and lumps that detract from your message and diminish your company’s
credibility.
Now FLEXMAG™ brings you a cutting edge solution: sideMAG™, a thin, flexible magnetic stripping that
brings all your trade show graphics together—seamlessly. Easy to use, sideMAG™ is also the most
affordable and durable joining product on the market.

powerful magnetic sheeting, strips and custom extrusions
Your projects will weather the elements beautifully with this ingenious product! ULTRA-MAG™ sheeting
is a thermoplastic permanent magnet material with a multi-magnetic polarization designed to produce
greater holding force on magnetically receptive surfaces. ULTRA-MAG™ sheeting is laminated with a
variety of coatings, applied with a strong acrylic adhesive for excellent outdoor weatherability.

flexible, economical, powerful
Save money without sacrificing quality, power or printability! thinmag®’s amazingly smooth printing
surface surpasses the printing surfaces of any magnetic sheeting of any thickness you can find
anywhere. thinmag® also gives you excellent stability and durability. It comes in a wide array of
colors, widths and any length you need. And it’s easily diecut!

engineered to attract magnetic materials
If you or your client rely on frequently changed visual displays to communicate your message, you will
appreciate the ease at which FERROSHEET™ allows you to make changes. Attach FERROSHEET™ to any
smooth surface and flexible magnets can now be applied without the pole alignment challenge caused by
magnet to magnet attraction.

back coated flexible magnetic sheet
You will appreciate the special backcoating used in this flexible magnetic sheeting which acts as a
safe barrier between the magnetic surface and the surface to which it is applied. SafeMag™ is perfect
for applications like vehicle signs. This backcoating is equally important where “blocking” is a problem
when printed magnetics need to be stacked during the printing process.
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